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Three operators – two in Europe 
and one in Hong Kong – gave 
presentations at the Fiber-to-the-

Home Council Europe conference on 
FTTH/B networks at different points in 
their lifecycles. Post and Telecommuni-
cations of Kosovo (PTK), the incumbent 
carrier in that newly independent coun-
try, is just beginning to plan for fiber. 
KPN, the Dutch incumbent, is already 
starting small-scale FTTH deployments 
and has big plans. And the competitive 
provider Hong Kong Broadband Net-

work has completed a deployment of an 
enormously successful FTTB network. 

Kosovo: Rapid TRansiTion 
fRom analog To nexT-gen 
neTwoRKs
After years of war and political  
uncertainty, Kosovo was left with an 
antiquated communications infrastruc-
ture, said Dr. Shkelzen Cakaj, director 
of PTK’s core network. Dr. Cakaj de-
scribed the existing (partially crossbar) 
network as based on “very old exchanges 
of semi-electronic technology.” 

The company began replacing these 
analog switches in 2006, transitioning 
voice service to VoIP in most parts of 
the country. In 2007 it added 70 new 
points of presence, and began installing 
a next-generation network with new ser-
vices including 800 numbers, premium 
services, televoting and prepaid cards. 
With fiber lines ending as far as 3 miles 
from customer premises, the company 
introduced ADSL as an access technol-
ogy, offering broadband speeds up to 
4 Mbps. There are now about 12,000 
ADSL subscribers.

Three Fiber Case Studies

Kpn’s John Quist said The netherlands has the highest broadband penetration in europe. 

going to fTTH has allowed large reductions in staff at Kpn in the netherlands, thanks to fiber’s reliability.
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Network modernization has now 
slowed down due to procurement prob-
lems (Kosovo declared independence 
from Serbia this winter), but PTK still 
has ambitious plans. Microwave links 
are being phased out – they will be used 
for backup only – and the entire network 
will be fiber optic–based. The strategy is 
to connect all of the country’s main cit-
ies in a fiber ring, install a metro ring 
in each municipality, and then connect 
major institutions directly to the metro 
fiber rings. 

As for the access network, “We are 
considering all scenarios for FTTx,” 
Dr. Cakaj said. One possibility is an 
approach similar to that in France – a 
competitive scenario with an immedi-
ate jump to FTTH, bypassing VDSL2. 
A second possibility is to follow the 
UK in promoting FTTH for greenfield  
developments and ADSL and VDSL 
elsewhere. Probably, Dr. Cakaj said, 
Kosovo’s plan will fall somewhere  
between these two approaches. 

In the next few years, PTK expects 
to deploy several trial FTTH projects 
in order to gauge customer interest in 
high-bandwidth services. It will also 
trial FTTN in brownfield areas, with 
broadband speeds up to 20 Mbps. The 
technology to be used for FTTH has 
not been selected yet, Dr. Cakaj said. 

neTHeRlands: local 
maRKeTing is THe Key
“The further out we look, the easier it 
gets,” said John Quist, Vice-President 

All IP for Royal KPN. “The question is 
how to get there.” 

Until recently, KPN has been cau-
tious about fiber deployment, not  
because of concerns about the technology, 
but because it has not been certain that 
the demand was there. “Take rates in the 
US and Germany aren’t high enough to 
be interesting,” Quist commented. KPN 
focused instead on a DSL strategy. 

But fiber seems to be necessary now 
to move the company forward. Quist 
said that while KPN’s video and mobile 
services are thriving, voice and Internet 
services are not growing. Broadband pen-
etration in the Netherlands has reached 

73 percent, and most households now 
have a choice of communications provid-
ers – usually telco and cable. KPN re-
cently introduced VoIP services “because 
if we don’t, someone else will,” and it also 
offers IP/VPN services to the business 
market, but new services are needed to 
attract residential broadband customers.

Recently there have been several 
small FTTH initiatives in the Nether-
lands, some of which have been success-
ful, including those by Reggefiber and 
OnsNet. Based on these successes, Quist 
said KPN decided to adopt a strategy to 
push fiber farther toward the customer. 
Over the next three to five years, it will 
roll out FTTC and FTTH across most 
of the country. The FTTC areas can 
eventually be migrated to FTTH. 

KPN believes its fiber strategy 
will result in increased revenues and  
decreased opex. Unlike many telcos, 
KPN owns the real estate it uses, and 
sales of excess real estate are expected to 
generate a $1.5 billion windfall that will 
fund the capex required for the rollout. 
The company plans to reduce personnel 
by 50 percent – which it can do only if 
it undergoes a “total transformation,” 
rather than trying to run old and new 
networks simultaneously. 

For its FTTH deployments, KPN 
plans to use Active Ethernet technology 
– both because this technology facili-
tates migration from FTTC to FTTH, 
and because it makes it easier to open 
the networks to other service provid-
ers. KPN is committed to becoming an 
open access network provider. “We will 

Until recently,  
Dutch provider  
KPN has been  

cautious about fiber  
deployment, not 

because of  
concerns about  
the technology,  

but because it has 
not been certain 
that the demand 

was there.

alice wong of Hong Kong Broadband network says the firm is using fTTx to “commoditize” bandwidth, making its 
25-100 mbps service the mass market industry standard there, at 0.13 euro (about 20 cents) per mbps per month.
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disconnect the platforms from the ser-
vices, simplify our processes, and reduce 
time to market,” he said. “Then we can 
do marketing around the infinite possi-
bilities of fiber.” 

Quist expects the rollout of technol-
ogy to be straightforward. The chal-
lenge, he said, lies in marketing. Take 
rates of between 40 percent and 60 
percent will be necessary to make the 
upgrade a financial success. To achieve 
such high rates, local marketing will 
be critical – not something that KPN 
is used to doing, but something it now 
plans to learn. 

Quist said he will be taking a page 
out of OnsNet’s book: This small pro-
vider, which achieved an 85 percent 
penetration rate in at least one city, gave 
its FTTH network a local name and 

started its marketing with the elderly, 
emphasizing the advantages of fiber 
for health care. Local marketing also  
involves seeking publicity in local  
media, planting banners in customers’ 
front lawns to encourage viral market-
ing, and enlisting the cooperation of 
owners of rental housing.

Hong Kong: pRofiTing fRom 
UnlimiTed BandwidTH 
Hong Kong Broadband Network 
(HKBN), a subsidiary of City Telecom 
in Hong Kong, is a competitive pro-
vider with an ambitious and unusual 
business plan. Over the last seven years, 
taking advantage of Hong Kong’s high 
residential density – 200 times higher 
than the US, with typical MDU build-
ings containing between 400 and 500 
apartments – it began building out a 
fiber network that now passes 1.4 mil-
lion homes, at a cost of only about $135 
per home passed. In September 2007, it 
launched a mass-market GPON-based 
service. (Within the apartment build-

The HKBn-mobileone ltd partnership has built out to 1.4 million house-
holds in singapore for the national Broadband network project – the larg-
est urban next-generation network overbuild carrier.

for Hong Kong Broadband network, says alice wong, upload traffic is 
three times download traffic. HKBn is part of city Telecom, which three 
years ago was the first carrier to offer residential gbps service.

In the next few years, Kosovo’s PTK expects 

to deploy several trial FTTH projects to gauge 

customer interest, and to trial FTTN in  

brownfield areas, with speeds up to 20 Mbps.

KPN: “We will  
disconnect the  

platforms from the 
services, simplify our 

processes, and reduce 
time to market. Then 
we can do marketing 

around the infinite 
possibilities of fiber.” 
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ing, broadband is typically distributed 
over Cat 5 cables.) 

The company set out to “commod-
itize” bandwidth by making its 25-100 
Mbps offering the mass-market indus-
try standard for Hong Kong. Currently, 
its basic broadband offering, sold for 
US$33-40 per month, is 100 Mbps 
symmetrical. Premium services, at 200 
Mbps and 1 Gbps symmetrical, are  
available at up to $225 per month. 

Alice Wong, HKBN’s financial con-
troller, said the results of this invest-
ment have been highly positive. After 
two years of net losses, the company 
returned to profitability in 2007, its 
EBITDA rose by 44.3 percent and there 
was a positive free cash flow. 

ARPU doubled over 24 months, 
while the churn rate was reduced to 

below 1 percent, demonstrating “mar-
ket acceptance for premium services 
at premium prices,” in Wong’s words. 
Upstream traffic is almost three times 
downstream traffic, with subscribers us-
ing the network for telepresence, gam-
ing and user-generated content. There 
are more than 700,000 customers, and 

the company’s stock price has skyrock-
eted over the last two years. 

During the next few years, HKBN 
plans to extend its network to pass 2.0 
million out of the 2.5 million homes in 
the territory. It is also bidding on the 
next-generation network in Singapore, 
in partnership with Mobile One.  BBp

Monthly Hong Kong Broadband Network ARPU Doubled in Two 
Years to HK$239 (US$33) But Growth Has Flattened
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alice wong says customer pricing for 
premium bandwidth has outpaced 
pricing for lower bandwidth options, 
but growth did flatten in 2007.

despite heavy investment in fTTH and fTTB, city Telecom stock is up more than 200 percent since mid-2006; the 
local stock index was flat in that period.


